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INTRODUCTION

Funds provided for the three-year project at Sacaton were expended

in the third year of this project to finance the operation of the Instruc-

tional Materials Center and to publish materials developed by the consul-

tants during the first two years of the project. Cognizance of the closing

report of the first two years of the project is assumed in this communication.

The ma or objective of the project was to assist the Pima children

residing on the Gila River Indian Reservation to develop a positive self-

image and a sense of pride through better knowledge, understanding, and

appre iation Of the Pima culture and the contributions it has made in their

lives. This self7image should be strengthened through the use of the materials

published this year for use in the classroom by teachers on the reservation.

These publications have been. written and illustrated with a v1ew toward

demonstrating to the students that their own ideas, their own stories, and

their own art work, is considered significant by their teacher.

The Instructional Materials Center was continued following the direction

e- ablished in the previous t-o years of operation. The descriptions of this

operation being adequately covered in the closing report of those years, it

is necessary to report here that these services were expanded in keeping with

the established pattern. A major improvement was the development of a catalogue

of non-print media available in the Center for support of the instructional

units. This listing consisted of more than 350 items developed in the Center.

An addendum to this report is a.fiscal account of the first t o years of

operation as prepared by the Office of Sponsored Projects at Arizona State

University. The third year expenditures are to provided upon their release

by the University Accounting office at the close of the fiscal year.
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CULTURALLY ORIENTED MATERIALS

Eugene Sekaquaptewa

Indian Consultant

Like many other instructional materials, the documents developed as

part of the curriculum materials for Pima children are designed to aid the

teacher in her classroom as well as to serve as resource material for her own

professional effectiveness.

In many cases, this material could serve as an initial introduction to

the Pima society and Indian culture in general for some of the teachers. For

this reason, effort should be made by the teachers to seek adequate orientation

for the use of these publications which will enable-her to utilize the material

with effectiveness.

Caution should be taken to insure that the teacher become familiar with

approaches and semantics to which the Indian people may be sensitive. One example

may be that the use of the word"primitive", when referring to contemporary

Indian cultures, could disturb concerned Indian parents.

In the positive sense, these curriculum materials developed for Pima

children should be considered as one of the forerunners of things yet to come.

It is a pleasure for me to participate in this project.

6



INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTER

trIVM
aunt

An upswing in photographic

efforts has been evident at ell schools

during this second year of the Instruc-

tional Ma_erials Center. St. John's

Mission School has become deeply in-

volved in color slide pr-cessing along

with the production of slide-tape pre-

No$

sentations.

The possibilities of dry mounting,

laminating and lifting have been

creased with the placement of a dry-mount

,qidi "44,- press and a supply of materials at each

school.

Further opportunities of audio taping have been created with the distribu-

tion of push-button, cassette type tape recorders that operate on AC or DC.

The major expansi n in the production area has been video tape. Present

capability includes video taping in the field through the use of a Sony Rover

System (battery-operated), as well as two-camera operation where AC is available.

One school has made its heaviest use of videotape for the purpose of

parent-involvement. This they do by videotaping classroom programs for later

presentation at community evening activities. Prepared video tapes range from

the Vernal Equinox at Casa Grande Ruins National Monument, local cacti, petro-

glyphs, and archeological diggings within the limits of Sacaton; through school

activities including sports and Halloween Carnivals and a kindergarten trip to

Disneyland, and including several National Geographic TV Specials.
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DESCRIPTION OF PUBLISHED MATERIALS

The following annotated bibliography describes the publications

that have been produced this year to provide teachers with instructional

materials to meet the objectives of the project.

Brook, Weston L., Tom Buchanan, and Jean H. Cole, eds. Culturally
Oriented Readiqg Materials, (Dr. Dorothy Piercey, Consultant). Bureau of
Educational Research and Services, Arizona State University, Tempe,
December, 1969.

Dr. Dorothy Piercey, Reading Consultant on this project, has produced

a catalogue of reading lessons based on original stories written by children

which reflect the Indian culture. Using these stories as the base, the con-

sultant prepared instructional materials in the form of reading lessons.

The selected stories were edited and typed 4 1/2 inches wide on 8 1/2 by 11

sheets of paper. The width of column was selected as an appropriate span

to facilitate efficiency in reading. To the left of the story, space was

provided for the child to copy those words from the text which troubled him

as he read. To the right of the story, selected words were accompanied by

their phonetic spellings and simplified definitions. '!Dear Teacher" pages

were provided for the use of the teachers including examples of creative

questions that m ght be used to check the child's ability to project his

own thinking in areas relating to the text.
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It is hoped that these culture-oriented reading materials may prove

to be better motivators for Indian children than commercial materials. It

is also hoped that Pima self-image and self-respect will be strengthened

by means of pride in the publication of stories written by and credited to

the children, as well as by increasing the knowledge of Pima heritage through

using real stories from elders in the tribe. A dual advantage may be achieved

by developing reading skills and, at the same time, learning the Pima heritage

and culture.

The individual stories are available for classroom use at the Instruc-

tional Materials Center in Sacaton. Schools on the Pima reservation are

provided with a catalogue containing copies of all available stories as well

as "Dear Teacher" pages and instructions and Objectives of the materials.



Brook, Weston L., Tom Buchanan, and Jean H. Cole, eds. Pima Cultural
Back round and Middle American Civilization, (Adelaid Bahr, Consultant).
Bureau of Educational Research and Services, Arizona State University,
Tempe, May, 1970.

Mrs. Adelaide Bahr, consultant for the studies on Pima Cultural

Backaround, has divided the work into four separate units: Prehistory;

The Mayas; The People of the Valley of Mexico; and The Hohokam. Each

unit is illustrated by art work prepared by Pima students on the reserva-

tion. Teachers are reminded through the accompanying guides to point up

the similarities of cultural development in the circles of civilizat' n

throughout the world.

The Prehistory unit is an account of early history, primarily in

America and includes the importance of the development of agriculture as

a means toward a development of a higher civilization. The unit includes

a separate text for use by individual students, a Teaching Unit to accompany

the text, and a list of transparencies. These materials are available at

the Instructional Materials Center and are planned specifically to accompany

this Unit.

PREHISTORY

Prehistory - Cover Page

-Du go.... 3.... Meet __ .
ixau kaue eh. lap en. msquis.,

A. ...... gtm

Prehistory - Sample Page



The unit on The Mayas presents a

study of a group of early Indians who

made great intellectual contributions

in astronomy, mathematics, writing, and

art. The relationship of this Indian

group to other Mexican Indians as well

as the Indians of Southwestern United

States is stressed. Slides and trans-

parencies to accompany the text and

Teaching Unit of this section are

available at the Center and are planned

specifically to accompany the Teaching

Unit.

PEOPLE

OF THE

VALLEY OF

MEXICO

-7

THE MAYAS

The third unit, The People of the

Valley of Mexico, describes a series of

tribes that developed a very organized way

of life including the production of large

irrigation projects, cities, armies and

empires. Comparisons are drawn between some

of the practices of these people and the

Hohokam, particularly in the areas of artis-

tic and cultural development and similarities

in games and sports. Both slide and trans-

parency descriptions are included at the end

of the Teaching Unit.
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The last unit in this study series describes The Hohokams. These

were the prehistoric people of Arizona who were greatly influenced by the

civilizations of Mexico. These Indians, who were forerunners of the Pimas,

Papagos and other tribes, shared many of the ideas of the more highly civi-

lized Indian cultures, yet preferred a less complex way of life. This

section, in particular, is relevant to the Pimas since their culture is so

similar. Also because they lived in the same desert habitat, Pima children

can easily identify with the habits and practices of these early Indian

people. Both slides and transparencies are suggested and described for the

Teaching Unit of this section.

THE HOHOKAM

The Hohokam - Cover Page

or Or Indiane who moved into the Hahok.m land and mingled wlth or conquered

them.

SOMe of the Matta,' of Ehe Hohokama le available to u through

excavations Or their villages. They were P people or mgny talents, being

.kilied artiSts end egtellent farmer.. out they were Path.). Post toted

for a social organitetioo that maintained a pc.eerul .1.1...Cy Without an

obViews ruling clase (Figure 4). By a good orgm..tration of e00peretive

living, they were able to treat, great wore. of engic.er'741.

The Hohokam culture ig generelly divided into periods. Identified

by their creative work that has remained . particularly the pottery.

Theae excavated ruins also show the living habits of there early people.

The firer period la celled the .Pleeeee" Period, representing about five
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Snyder, Ernest E Weston L. Brook, Tom Buchanan, and Jean H, Cole.

Soil Science. Bureau of Educational Research and Services, Arizona State

University, Tempe, May, 1970.

Two Soil Science units for teachers were preparad by Dr. Snyder, one

for Primary and one for Middle grades. The principal objective of these

units was to produce a workable science guide for teachers based on the

environmental and cultural climate of the Pima children. After consultation

with teachers and principals of the Pima schools, Dr. Snyder has developed

these units based on the Gila River Reservation environment. The activities

have been written in a form that can be utilized by reservation teachers

even though they might have a limited background in knowledge of science

matter. Most of the required materials and equipment can be found in the

school, home, or local stores. these units should develop a philosophy of

inquiry, exploration, and discovery for Indian children by involving the

child directly in his own environment where he can relate his immediate

experience to general scientific truths.

Pima student using balance.
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Malone, Charles F., Weston L. Brook, Tom Buchanan, and Jean H. Cole.

We Are The Pimas. Bureau of Educational Research and Services, Arizona
State University, Tempe, March, 1970.

We Are The Pi as is a social studies unit designed for use at the

fifth grade level. It could be adapted, without difficulty, however, to

either higher or lower levels. The primary purpose of the unit is to allow

Pima boys and girls to learn of their people's origin, history, communIty,

government, and trials and tribulations both past and present, and to

recognize the notable contributions that the Pima culture has made

society. It is also hoped that the unit will contribute to the Pima student's

desire to aid in his own people's future welfare, as well as to develop his

own inherent potential.

The photo at right

shows a Pima student map-

making in the classroom

at Pima Central Day School.

Participation in such

activities are part of

the unit's plan to involve

the students actively in

studies relative to their

own culture.
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Buchanan, Thomas F., Robert S. Weatherbee, and Nadine J. Dawson.
Catalog of Non-Print Material, Bureau of Educational Research and Services,
Arizona State University, Tempe, April, 1970

In the development of a "library of the Pima culture" a collection has

been made of print and non-print materials. In order to make the material

easier for the teacher to obtain or to determine if the Instructional

Materials Center has holdings that the teacher needs, a book catalogue in

loose leaf form has been prepared. Each teacher in the schools partici-

pating in this project will receive one of these catalogues. The catalogue

is divided into two sections:

1. non-print materials, and 2. print material (to be issued later).

The non-print section of the catalog folio s printed book card

form, but no author or title headings have been used. The material is

indexed alphabetically, letter by letter. Subject headings are used, with

a card headed by an individual's name when the individual can be readily

identified in the particular visual aid.

Call numbers are placed in the upper left corner of the card as in

printed book catalogue cards. The call numbers used are a letter, or

letters followed by a number. All photographic slides are filed in pro-

jector trays having a capacity of eighty slides. These trays are listed

alphabetically and the call number is derived from these trays. A call

number such as C-68 indicates that the visual aid is a 2" X 2" slide

found in tray C, filing slot 68.

The letter "P" at the beginning of a call number indicates a 5" X 7"

mounted, black and white photograph. The letter "T" at the beginning of a

call number indicates a mounted transparency for use on an overhead projector.
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